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1. INTRODUCTION
 5 5.In a normed linear space X, ? we define the lower and upper
semi-inner products
5 5 2 5 5 2x q ty y x
y , x s lim , . i 2 ttª0y
and
5 5 2 5 5 2x q ty y x
y , x s lim , . s 2 ttª0q
 w x.respectively, for every pair x, y g X see, for example, 1, 2 .
We give here a list of some of the properties of these mappings that will
 w x.  4be used in this paper see 2]4 . We assume that p, q g s, i and p / q:
 .  . 5 5 2I x, x s x for all x g X.p
 .  .  .II a x, b y s ab x, y if ab G 0 and x, y g X.p p
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 . < . < 5 5 5 5III x, y F x y for all x, y g X.p
 .  .  .  .IV a x q y, x s a x, x q y, x if x, y belong to X and ap p p
is a real number.
 .  .  .V yx, y s y x, y for all x, y g X.p q
 .  . 5 5 5 5  .VI x q y, z F x z q y, z for all x, y, z g X.p p
 .  . VII The mapping ?, ? is continuous and subadditive super-p
.  .additive in the first variable for p s s or p s i .
 .VIII The element x g X is Birkhoff orthogonal to y g X, written
 .  5 5 5 5 .x H y B , that is, x q ty G x for all t g R if and only if
y , x F 0 F y , x . .  .i s
 .  5 5.IX The normed linear space X, ? is smooth at the point
 4  .x g X _ 0 if and only if the mapping y ¬ y, x is linear, or if and0 0 p
 .  .only if y, x s y, x for all y g X.0 s 0 i
 .X Let I be the normalized duality mapping on X, that is, let
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5I x s f g X* f x s f x and f s x ; 4 .  .
 .note that, for every x g X, I x is a nonempty convex subset of X* and
I a x s a I x for all a g R and all x g X . .  .
 .Then for every pair x, y g X there exist w , w g I x so that1 2
y , x s w y , y , x s w y . .  .  .  .s i1 2
 .XI We have the representations
y , x s sup w y w g I x , y , x s inf w y w g I x . 4  4 .  .  .  .  .  .s i
Therefore
y , x F y , x for all x , y g X . .  .i s
 . 5 5  .XII If the norm ? is induced by an inner product ?, ? , then
y , x s y , x s y , x for all x , y g X . .  .  .i s
 . w xFor other properties of ?, ? see the recent papers 2]4 , where furtherp
references are given. Let us mention that the norm derivatives are also
w xrelated to semi-inner products on normed linear spaces 8 .
The terminology throughout the paper is standard. For functions we use
 . the terms ``increasing'' and ``strictly increasing'' , ``decreasing'' and
.``strictly decreasing'' , to avoid ``nondecreasing'' and ``nonincreasing.''
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2. PROPERTIES OF THE MAPPING g IN NORMEDx, y
SPACES
For any two fixed elements x, y g X we consider the mapping
5 5 5 5x q 2 ty y x q ty
 4g t [ , t g R _ 0 , .x , y t
to help us study the finer points of geometry of the normed linear space
 5 5.X, ? . This mapping is related to the upper and lower semi-inner
products, and in spite of the relative simplicity of its definition, it will be
seen to carry enough geometric information about X to help us in the
quest for a more accurate characterization of Birkhoff orthogonality and
best approximants. The mapping g was chosen over some other, simi-x, y
larly defined mappings, because of its monotonicity properties and its well
poised relation to other geometrically significant quantities.
The main properties of this mapping are described in the following
theorem.
 5 5.THEOREM 2.1. Let X, ? be a real normed linear space and x, y two
 4fixed ¨ectors in X. For p g i, s we introduce the notation
y , x q ty x , x q ty .  .p pp pF t [ , C t [ . .  .x , y x , y5 5 5 5x q ty x q ty
Then we ha¨e:
 .  4i The mapping g is bounded on R _ 0 , andx, y
5 5  4g t F y for all t g R _ 0 . 2.1 .  .x , y
 .ii If x, y are linearly independent, then we ha¨e the inequalities
5 5 iy y F g u F F u for all u - 0 2.2 .  .  .x , y x , y
and
5 5 sy G g t G F t for all t ) 0. 2.3 .  .  .x , y x , y
 .  4iii The mapping g is continuous on R _ 0 and we ha¨e the limitsx, y
y , x y , x .  .i s
lim g u s , lim g t s 2.4 .  .  .x , y x , y5 5 5 5x xuª0y tª0q
and
5 5 5 5lim g u s y y , lim g t s y 2.5 .  .  .x , y x , y
uªy` tªq`
if x, y are linearly independent.
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 .iv The following inequalities hold,
i s 5 5g t F F t F F t F y for all t ) 0 2.6 .  .  .  .x , y x r2, y x r2, y
and
s i 5 5g u G F u G F u G y y for all u - 0 2.7 .  .  .  .x , y x r2, y x r2, y
if x, y are linearly independent.
 .v The mapping g has one sided deri¨ ati¨ es at each point ofx, y
 4R _ 0 and, if x, y are linearly independent, then
1¡
i iC t y C 2 t if t - 0 .  .q x , y x , y2d g t . tx , y ~s 2.8 .1dt s sC t y C 2 t if t ) 0 .  .¢ x , y x , y2t
and
1¡
s sC t y C 2 t if t - 0 .  .y x , y x , y2d g t . tx , y ~s 2.9 .1dt i iC t y C 2 t if t ) 0. .  .¢ x , y x , y2t
 .  4vi The mapping g is increasing on R _ 0 .x, y
 .Proof. i By the triangle inequality for the norm,
5 5 5 5 5 5 < < 5 5x q 2 ty y x q ty F x q 2 ty y x y ty s t y , t g R,
 .and 2.1 follows.
 .  .ii By the Schwarz inequality III and by properties of the norm
 .derivatives ?, ? for all u - 0 we havep
5 5 5 5x q 2uy x q uy G x q 2uy , x q uy s x q uy q uy , x q uy .  .s s
5 5 2s x y uy y u yy , x q uy . s
5 5 2s x q uy q u y , x q uy , . i
from which we get
5 5 5 5 5 5x q 2uy y x q uy x q uy G u y , x q uy . . i
for all u - 0; this implies
5 5 5 5x q 2uy y x q uy y , x q uy . iF ,
5 5u x q uy
 .and the second inequality in 2.2 is proved.
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 .The second inequality in 2.3 is proved similarly.
 .  4iii The continuity of the mapping g on R _ 0 is obvious. We havex, y
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5x q 2uy y x y x q uy y x .
lim g u s lim .x , y uuª0y uª0y
y , x y , x y , x .  .  .i i is 2 y s ,
5 5 5 5 5 5x x x
 .and the first limit in 2.4 is obtained. The second limit is calculated
analogously.
We have
< < 5 5 5 5u xru q 2 y y xru q y .
lim g u s lim .x , y uuªy` uªy`
5 5 5 5 5 5s y lim 2 y q a x y y q a x s y y , .
aª0y
 .and the first limit in 2.5 is obtained. The second limit is calculated
similarly.
 .iv Let u - 0. By the Schwarz inequality we get
5 5 5 5x q 2uy x q uy G x q uy , x q 2uy s x q 2uy y uy , x q 2uy .  .s s
5 5 2s x q 2uy y u y , x q 2uy , . s
which is equivalent to
5 5 5 5 5 5u y , x q 2uy G x q 2uy x q 2uy y x q uy , .  .s
that is
5 5 5 5y , x q 2uy x q 2uy y x q uy . s F for all u - 0.
5 5x q 2uy u
But
y , x q 2uy . ss sF u s F 2u s , .  .x r2, y x , y 5 5x q 2uy
 .and the first inequality in 2.7 is proved. The second and third inequalities
are obvious, and the statement is proved.
 .Inequality 2.6 is proved analogously.
 .v The fact that the mapping g has one sided derivatives at eachx, y
 4point of R _ 0 is obvious. Writing
5 5n t [ x q ty , .x , y
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we have
dqg t dq n 2 t y n t .  .  .x , y x , y x , ys  /dt dt t
q1 d
s n 2 t y n t t y n 2 t y n t .  .  .  . .  .x , y x , y x , y x , y2 dtt
q q1 d n 2 t d n t .  .x , y x , ys 2 y t y n 2 t q n t .  .x , y x , y2  /dt dtt
1
s ss 2F 2 t y F t t y n 2 t q n t .  .  .  . .x , y x , y x , y x , y2t
1
s ss 2 tF 2 t y n 2 t y tF t y n t .  .  .  . .  .x , y x , y x , y x , y2t
for all t g R.
If t ) 0, then
5 5 2x q ty y ty , x q ty x q ty q t yy , x q ty .  .p ppC t s s .x , y 5 5 5 5x q ty x q ty
y , x q ty . q qs n t y t s n t y tF t , .  .  .x , y x , y x , y5 5x q ty
 4  . s  . i  .where q g i, s , q / p. This proves that n t y tF t s C t ;x, y x, y x, y
hence also
n 2 t y 2 tF s 2 t s C i 2 t . .  .  .x , y x , y x , y
 . s  . s  .In a similar fashion we show that, for t - 0, n t y tF t s C t ,x, y x, y x, y
and
n 2 t y 2 tF s 2 t s C s 2 t . .  .  .x , y x , y x , y
Thus
1¡
i iC t y C 2 t if t ) 0 .  .q x , y x , y2d g t . tx , y ~s 1dt s sC t y C 2 t if t - 0. .  .¢ x , y x , y2t
 .Equation 2.9 is proved similarly.
 .  4 p  .vi We show that for p g s, i , the mapping t ¬ C t is increasingx, y
 x  .on y` , 0 and decreasing on 0, q` .
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Using properties of the norm derivatives, for any z g X and any t ) 0
we obtain
5 5 5 5z z q ty G z , z q ty s z q ty y ty , z q ty .  .s s
5 5 2s z q ty y t y , z q ty ; . i
hence
5 5 5 5z q ty y z
iF t G if t ) 0. 2.10 .  .z , y t
Similarly we show that
5 5 5 5z q uy y z
sF u F if u - 0. 2.11 .  .z , y u
Let t - t , and write u [ t y t - 0, t [ t y t ) 0. Then1 2 1 2 2 1
5 5 5 5x q t y q uy y x q t y2 2s sF t s F u F .  .x , y 1 xqt y , y2 u
5 5 5 5x q t y y x q t y2 1s
t y t2 1
5 5 5 5x q t y q ty y x q t y1 1s
t
F F i t s F i t , .  .xq t y , y x , y 21
 .  .where we used 2.11 with z [ x q t y and 2.10 with z [ x q t y.2 1
 4We have just proved that, for p g i, s and t - t ,1 2
n t y n t .  .x , y 2 x , y 1p pF t F F F t . 2.12 .  .  .x , y 1 x , y 2t y t2 1
Let t - t F 0. We have1 2
C p t y C p t n t y t F p t y n t q t F p t .  .  .  .  .  .x , y 2 x , y 1 x , y 2 2 x , y 2 x , y 1 1 x , y 1s
t y t t y t2 1 2 1
n t y n t t F p t y t F p t .  .  .  .x , y 2 x , y 1 2 x , y 2 1 x , y 1s y .
t y t t y t2 1 2 1
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 .Using 2.12 we get
C p t y C p t t F p t y t F p t .  .  .  .x , y 2 x , y 1 2 x , y 2 1 x , y 1pG F t y .x , y 1t y t t y t2 1 2 1
t y t F p t y t F p t q t F p t .  .  .  .2 1 x , y 1 2 x , y 2 1 x , y 1s
t y t2 1
t F p t y F p t .  . .2 x , y 1 x , y 2s G 0,
t y t2 1
p  xwhich shows that C is increasing on y` , 0 .x, y
p  .The fact that C is decreasing on 0, ` is verified similarly, but wex, y
omit the details.
i  . i  .  .If t - 0, then C t ) C 2 t as 2 t - t , andx, y x, y
dqg t .x , y G 0 if t - 0.
dt
i  . i  .  .If t ) 0, then C t ) C 2 t as 2 t ) t , andx, y x, y
dqg t .x , y G 0 if t ) 0.
dt
w xBy 9, Proposition 5.1.2 we conclude that the mapping g is increasingx, y
 4on R _ 0 .
 .  .Remark 2.2. Inequalities 2.10 and 2.11 are of independent interest.
We will use them in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Remark 2.3. The graph of g in the case of a normed linear space isx, y
given in Fig. 1. It is drawn in a dashed line to suggest that there is no
information about its convexity. The mapping is increasing, and has asymp-
5 5 5 5totes y and y y as t ª ` and t ª y` , respectively. The one sided
 . 5 5  . 5 5limits at 0 are equal to y, x r x from the left, and to y, x r x fromi s
the right.
3. THE CASE OF INNER PRODUCT SPACES
In this section we study properties of the mapping g defined in anx, y
inner product space and, in particular, investigate its convexity through its
second derivative.
  ..PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X ; ?, ? be an inner product space. The mapping
g , where x, y are two linearly independent ¨ectors in X, is twice differen-x, y
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FIGURE 1
 4tiable on R _ 0 with
d2g t K 2 t y K t .  .  .x , y x , y x , y  4s , t g R _ 0 , 3.1 .2 3dt t
where
2 22 25 5n t n t y x y t y , x q ty .  .  . .x , y x , y
K t s . .x , y 3n t .x , y
 .  .  .Proof. We have g t s 2¨ 2 t y ¨ t , wherex, y x, y x, y
5 5 5 5x q ty y x
 4¨ t [ , t g R _ 0 . .x , y t
Then we get
d2g t d2 ¨ 2 t d2 ¨ t .  .  .x , y x , y x , ys 8 y . 3.2 .2 2 2dt dt dt
We need to calculate the second derivative of ¨ . First we observe thatx, y
 4¨ is differentiable on R _ 0 withx, y
25 5d¨ t 1 y , x q t y .  .x , y
5 5s t y n t q x . .x , y2dt n tt  .x , y
Further,
d2 ¨ t I .x , y s ,2 4 2dt t n t .x , y
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 .where I s I t is calculated to bex, y
J
I s ,
n t .x , y
where
2 2 4 5 5 3 2 2J s yt y , x n t q 2 tn t y 2 t x n t y t n t y , x .  .  .  .  .  .x , y x , y x , y x , y
22 2 43 2 3 4 55 5 5 5 5 5y t n t y y t y , x y 2 t y y , x y t y . .  .  .x , y
But
2 24 25 4 3 35 5 5 5yt y y 2 t y y , x y t y , x s yt y , x q ty , .  .  .
and
4 5 5 3 2 2 3 2 5 5 22 tn t y 2 t x n t y 2 t y , x n t y t n t y .  .  .  .  .x , y x , y x , y x , y
22 5 5s tn t n t y x . .  . .x , y x , y
 4In conclusion, for each t g R _ 0 we get
2 22 2 25 5d ¨ t n t n t y x y t y , x q ty .  .  .  . .x , y x , y x , ys t .2 4 3dt t n t .x , y
 .  .Substituting this into 3.2 , we obtain 3.1 .
PROPOSITION 3.2. With the abo¨e assumptions, the mapping K isx, y
 4differentiable on R _ 0 with
2 2 25 5y , x q ty y , x q ty y y n t .  .  .dK t .  /x , yx , y 2s 3t . 3.3 .5dt n t .x , y
  . 5 5 2 .Moreo¨er, K is strictly increasing on y` , y x, y r y , and strictlyx, y
  . 5 5 2 .decreasing on y x, y r y , q` .
Proof. Since the calculations for this proof are rather long and techni-
cal, we omit most of them, giving only the salient points. We start with
dK t 1 d . 2x , y 22 25 5s n t n t y x y t y , x q ty .  .  . . /x , y x , y6dt dtn t .x , y
3dn t .2 x , y23 2 25 5=n t y n t n t y x y t y , x q ty . .  .  .  . . /x , y x , y x , y dt
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But
d 22 5 5n t n t y x .  . . /x , y x , ydt
5 5 5 5s 2 y , x q ty n t y x 2n t y x , .  .  . .  .x , y x , y
and
22d t y , x q ty . . 25 5s 2 t y , x q ty 2 t y q x , y . .  . .
dt
The difference of the last two expressions is
5 5A s 6 y , x q ty x , x q ty y n t x . .  .  . .x , y
Consequently,
dK t B .x , y s ,6dt n t .x , y
where
B s An3 t .x , y
2 2 X2 2 25 5y n t n t y x y t y , x q ty ? 3n t n t .  .  .  .  . . /x , y x , y x , y x , y
2 22 25 5s 3t n t y , x q ty y , x q ty y y n t , .  .  .  .x , y x , y
 .and equality 3.3 is obtained.
Note that
22 25 5y n t G y , x q ty , .  .x , y
with equality if and only if y and x are linearly dependent.
Also,
5 5 2ty q x , y s 0 if and only if t s y x , y r y ; .  .
hence
dK t x , y .  .x , y
) 0 for t g y` ,y 2 /dt 5 5y
and
dK t x , y .  .x , y
- 0 for t g y , q` ,2 /dt 5 5y
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  . 5 5 2 .which shows the K is strictly increasing on y` , y x, y r y andx, y
2  . 5 5 .strictly decreasing on y x, y r y , q` .
We are able to present the following partial result on the convexity of
g in inner product spaces.x, y
  ..PROPOSITION 3.3. If X ; ?, ? is an inner product space and x, y nonzero
 .orthogonal ¨ectors in X, then the mapping g is strictly con¨ex on y` , 0x, y
 .and strictly conca¨e on 0, q` .
 .Proof. If x H y, the mapping K is strictly increasing on y` , 0 andx, y
 .strictly decreasing on 0, q` .
 .  .  .If t - 0, then K 2 t - K t as 2 t - t , andx, y x, y
K 2 t y K t d2g t .  .  .x , y x , y x , y
) 0, that is, ) 0;2t dt
 .this proves the strict convexity of g on y` , 0 .x, y
The case of a positive t is treated analogously.
Remark 3.4. The convexity of the mapping g in the general case ofx, y
fixed linearly independent vectors x, y in an inner product space remains
an open question.
Remark 3.5. The graph of g in an inner product space is given inx, y
Fig. 2 for the special case when the vectors x, y are nonzero and x H y.
5 5 5 5We note that the mapping is increasing with asymptotes y and y y , and
that 0 is an inflection point for g at which the mapping passes fromx, y
strict convexity to strict concavity.
FIGURE 2
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4. NEW CHARACTERIZATIONS OF BIRKHOFF
ORTHOGONALITY, SMOOTHNESS, AND
BEST APPROXIMANTS
Using the mapping g , we are able to give the following characteriza-x, y
tion of Birkhoff orthogonality in normed linear spaces.
 5 5.THEOREM 4.1. Let X, ? be a normed linear space, and x, y two
elements of X. The following statements are equi¨ alent.
 .  .i x H y B .
 .ii We ha¨e the inequality
5 5 5 5x q 2 ry G x q ry for all r g R. 4.1 .
 .iii We ha¨e the inequality
g u F 0 F g t if u - 0 - t . 4.2 .  .  .x , y x , y
 .  .Proof. The equivalence ii m iii follows from the definition of g .x, y
 .  .  .i « iii . Let x H y B and u - 0 - t. Then
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5x q ty y x x q uy y x
G 0 G .
t u
Further
5 5 5 5x q uy y x
i sg u F F u F F u F F 0 .  .  .x , y x , y x , y u
 .  .by 2.2 and 2.11 , and
5 5 5 5x q ty y x
s ig t G F t G F t G G 0 .  .  .x , y x , y x , y t
 .  .  .by 2.3 and 2.10 . Condition 4.2 then follows.
 .  .iii « i . By Theorem 2.1,
y , x y , x .  .i s
lim g u s , lim g t s . .  .x , y x , y5 5 5 5x xuª0y tª0q
 .  .  .  .If 4.2 holds, then y, x F 0 F y, x , which is equivalent to x H y B .i s
The theorem is then proved.
 .  .Remark 4.2. Conditions 4.1 and 4.2 can be replaced by weaker
conditions: There exists « ) 0 such that
5 5 5 5 < <x q 2 ry G x q ry for all r g R with r - « ; 4.19 .
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and there exists « ) 0 such that
< <g yt F 0 F g t for all t g R with 0 - t - e . 4.29 .  .  .x , y x , y
Next we derive the following characterization of smoothness.
 5 5.THEOREM 4.2. Let X, ? be a real normed linear space. The following
 4statements are equi¨ alent for a gi¨ en x g X _ 0 .0
 .i X is smooth at the point x .0
 .ii The following limit exists:
lim g t for all y g X . .x , y0tª0
Moreo¨er, if one of the abo¨e statements is true, then
y , x y , x .  .0 0s ilim g t s s .x , y0 5 5 5 5x xtª0 0 0
for all y g X.
 .Proof. By property IX of the Introduction, X is smooth at x if and0
 .  .only if y, x s y, x for all y g X. By Theorem 2.1,0 s 0 i
y , x y , x .  .0 0i slim g u s , lim g t s .  .x , y x , y0 05 5 5 5x xuª0y tª0q0 0
for all y g X. This proves the theorem.
We now turn our attention to best approximants in normed linear
spaces. First the definition.
DEFINITION 4.4. Let X be a normed linear space, G a set in X, and
x g X. An element g g G is called an element of best approximation of x0
 .by the elements of the set G if
5 5 5 5x y g s inf x y g . 4.3 .0
ggG
 .We denote by P x the set of all such elements g , that is,G 0
5 5 5 5P x s g g G x y g s inf x y g . 4.4 .  . 5G 0 0
ggG
For many classical results in the area of best approximation see the
w xbooks 10, 11 by I. Singer. For some new results concerning the characteri-
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zation of best approximants, proximinal, semicebysevian, or cebysevianÏ Ï Ï Ï
subspaces in terms of the norm derivatives and semi-inner products we
w xrefer to the recent papers 5]7 of Dragomir.
We state here the following characterization of best approximants in
w xterms of Birkhoff orthogonality due to Singer 10, p. 92 .
 5 5.LEMMA 4.5. Let X, ? be a normed linear space, G a linear subspace
of X, x g X _ G, and g g G. Then0
g g P x if and only if x y g H G B . .  .0 G 0
Combining this lemma with Theorem 4.1, we obtain the following
characterization of best approximants.
 5 5.PROPOSITION 4.6. Let X, ? be a real normed linear space, G a linear
subspace of X, x g X _ G, and g g G. The following statements are0
equi¨ alent:
 .  .i g g P x .0 G
 . 5 5 5 5ii x y g q 2 rg G x y g q rg for all g g G and all r g R.0 0
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